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Week 6

Signing into the Tutorial

Every week, you are expected to sign into your practical class.
In order to do this, please enter the following at a command line prompt:

SignIn

Please note that this command is case sensitive.
You will be informed if you have correctly signed into the practical.
Any student that does not do this shall be assumed to be absent from

the practical. You have been warned!

Practical Questions

Answer each of the following questions (questions marked (*) are to be
completed in your own time):

1. A museum allows visitors to enter through its east entrance and leave
via its west exit. Turnstiles at the entrance at exit of the museum
signal the arrival and departure of visitors to the museum controller.
At opening time, the controller is signalled to allow visitors in and out
of the museum. Whilst at closing time the controller is signalled to
stop visitors entering the museum.

You are told that this system may be modelled using the three pro-
cesses:

East, West and Control

and the alphabet:

{ enter, exit, open, close }

(a) In the ltsa tool, provide definitions for each of these processes.

(b) In the ltsa tool, provide a definition for the Museum process.

(c) Now rewrite your Control process so that you keep a count of
the number of visitors in the museum. Thus, we now disallow
exit actions when the museum is closed and everyone has left!
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2. (*) A tribe of savages eats communal dinners from a large pot that
can hold M servings of stewed missionary. When a savage wants to eat,
they help themselves from the pot unless it is empty in which case
they wait for the pot to be filled. If the pot is empty, the cook refills
the pot with M servings. The behavior of the savages and the cook are
described by the processes:

Savage = (getserving -> Savage).

Cook = (fillpot -> Cook).

Using the ltsa tool, model the behavior of the pot as a process.
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